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Litmos Assessment

CES HMIS Client Informed Consent Quiz

MCIs Verbal Consent an acceptable documentation option when recording HMIS ROI information in
ServicePoint for clients served by your agency’s CES provider?

Yes, but only for clients who do not present in-person and the client needs to sign the form later when/if
seen in-person.
Yes, because the client can give verbal consent under any circumstances at any time.
No. Signed documentation must be on file.

MCIf a client refuses to share their household’s information in HMIS for your agency’s CES provider, will this
client’s information still be entered in ServicePoint?

Yes, but ICA must be contacted before entering any data, so a locked down record can be created for the
client’s data to be entered.
Yes. If the client wants services then information must be entered in HMIS, so it can be shared with other
agencies that use HMIS.
No. All client information must be maintained outside of HMIS and a client who is homeless must be
placed on the Non-HMIS Prioritization List.

MCWhere can you obtain a list of HMIS Partner Agencies?
List of HMIS Partner Agencies? What is that?
On the ICA Missouri website or contact their Helpdesk.
I don’t need a list. I know all the service providers in my area, so I can just tell the client if asked.

MCHow long does the HMIS Client Informed Consent to Share and Release of Information form remain in
effect from the date consent to share was given?

Thirty days.
Six months.
Twelve months.
Five years.

MC

The client has been assessed through your agency’s CES provider and gave consent to share data in HMIS.
This same client will also be served at your agency in another project that uses HMIS. For this scenario,
which of the following statements is false regarding the HMIS Client Informed Consent to Share and
Release of Information form?

A new form must be completed with the client for the other project since this form is project specific, not
agency specific.
A new form must be completed with the client since the only acceptable documentation options for non-
CES projects are for the client to sign or refuse to sign the form.
If the client refuses to sign a new form for the other project, ICA must be contacted immediately, so a
locked down client record can be created for data entry in HMIS.
There is no need to complete a new form since one form covers the whole agency.
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